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EXTREMAL ORDERS OF THE ZECKENDORF SUM OF
DIGITS OF POWERS
THOMAS STOLL
Abstract. Denote by sF (n) the minimal number of Fibonacci num-
bers needed to write n as a sum of Fibonacci numbers. We obtain the
extremal minimal and maximal orders of magnitude of sF (n
h)/sF (n)
for any h ≥ 2. We use this to show that for all N > N0(h) there is a
n such that n is the sum of N Fibonacci numbers and nh is the sum of
at most 130h2 Fibonacci numbers. Moreover, we give upper and lower
bounds on the number of n’s with small and large values sF (n
h)/sF (n).
This extends a problem of Stolarsky to the Zeckendorf representation of
powers, and it is in line with the classical investigation of finding perfect
powers among the Fibonacci numbers and their finite sums.
1. Introduction
Denote by sq(n) the sum of digits in the usual q-ary digital expansion of
n. Stolarsky [11] studied the maximal and minimal order of magnitude of
the ratio s2(n
h)/s2(n) for fixed h ≥ 2. It is reasonable to expect that the
quantities s2(n
h) and s2(n) are independent in the sense that the lim sup of
the ratio tends to ∞ and the lim inf to 0 as n tends to infinity. It is an
interesting question to find the extremal orders of magnitude of this ratio. In
a recent work, Hare, Laishram and the author [9] were able to settle an open
question of Stolarsky, so to finally get a complete picture of the maximal and
minimal order of magnitude of the ratio sq(n
h)/sq(n).
Theorem 1.1 ([11, 9]). There exist c1 and c2, depending at most on q and
h, such that for all n ≥ 2,
c2
logn
≤ sq(n
h)
sq(n)
≤ c1(logn)1−1/h.
This is best possible in that there exist c′1 and c
′
2, depending at most on q and
h, such that
(1)
sq(n
h)
sq(n)
> c′1(logn)
1−1/h,
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respectively,
(2)
sq(n
h)
sq(n)
<
c′2
logn
infinitely often.
In the present paper we find the maximal and minimal order of magnitude
of the ratio sF (n
h)/sF (n), where sF denotes the Zeckendorf sum of digits
function, and we give a Diophantine application. Let
(3) x =
∑
2≤j≤n
εjFj ,
with εn = 1 and εj ∈ {0, 1} be the (greedy) Zeckendorf expansion of x ∈ Z+
with respect to the Fibonacci numbers Fj . Recall that in this expansion we
do not allow adjacent 1 digits [13, 1]. Hence x can have at most ⌊n/2⌋ digits
1 in its expansion. We write x = (εnεn−1 . . . ε2)F to refer to this expansion.
Denote by sF the Zeckendorf sum of digits function defined by
sF (x) =
∑
2≤j≤n
εj.
This function can also be interpreted as the minimal number of Fibonacci
numbers needed to write n as a sum of Fibonacci numbers. sF shares many
properties with the ordinary sum of digits function sq. For instance, sF is
also subadditive (i.e., sF (a + b) ≤ sF (a) + sF (b) for all a, b ≥ 1), has fractal
summatory behaviour [6] and satisfies a Newman phenomenon [8]. Contrary
to sq [9], the function sF is not submultiplicative, as the example
2 · 3 = (10)F · (100)F = (1001)F = 6
shows. Therefore, there is a priori no obvious relation between sF (n
h) and
sF (n)
h. Drmota and Steiner [7], extending a result of Bassily and Ka´tai [2],
showed that sF (n
h) properly renormalized is asymptotically normally dis-
tributed. The mean value of sF (n
h) is asymptotically h times the mean value
of sF (n) which is cF logn with a suitable constant cF [10]. This means that
we expect nh to have roughly h times as many 1’s in the Zeckendorf expansion
compared to n, thus the ratio sF (n
h)/sF (n) should be roughly h. Our main
result is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. There exist c3 and c4, depending at most on h, such that for
all n ≥ 2,
(4)
c4
logn
≤ sF (n
h)
sF (n)
≤ c3 logn.
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This is best possible in that there exist c′3 and c
′
4, depending at most on h,
such that
(5)
sF (n
h)
sF (n)
> c′3 logn
respectively,
(6)
sF (n
h)
sF (n)
<
c′4
log n
,
infinitely often. Moreover, possible values for the constants are
(7) c3 = 2h, c
′
3 = 1, c4 =
1
2
, c′4 = 120h
2.
This is strongly related to the classical investigation of finding perfect
powers among Fibonacci numbers and their finite sums. A recent deep re-
sult of Bugeaud, Mignotte and Siksek [4] says that the only powers nh that
are Fibonacci numbers (or equivalently, with sF (n
h) = 1), are 1, 8 and 144.
From (6), (7) and our construction we obtain the following Diophantine result.
Theorem 1.3. For any h ≥ 2 there exists N0(h), only depending on h, such
that for all N > N0 there exists an integer n with the following two properties:
(i) n is the sum of N distinct, non-adjacent Fibonacci numbers.
(ii) nh is the sum of at most 130h2 Fibonacci numbers.
Recently, Bugeaud, Luca, Mignotte and Siksek [3] found all powers which
are at most one away from a Fibonacci number. In our context, this is the
investigation of finding powers with very large and very small sum of digits
values. A refinement of our construction yields that sF (n
h) is small and large
indeed quite often compared to sF (n).
Theorem 1.4. For ε > 0 there exists
α >
1
max (36h2/ε+ 18, 8h+ 1)
such that
(8) #{n < N : sF (n
h)
sF (n)
< ε} ≫ Nα.
Theorem 1.5. For δ > 0 there exists
β >
1
h(δ + 1) + 2
such that
(9) #{n < N : sF (n
h)
sF (n)
> δ} ≫ Nβ.
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In Section 2 we collect and state some facts about Fibonacci numbers,
Lucas numbers and the Zeckendorf sum of digits function, which we will need
in the proofs. In Sections 3 and 4 we then give the elementary constructions
that prove (5), (6) and Theorem 1.3. Section 5 is devoted to the proofs of
Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
2. Preliminaries
Since Fn = ⌊φn/
√
5⌋, where φ = 12 (
√
5 + 1) is the golden ratio, we have
by (3) that
φn−3/2√
5
<
⌊
φn√
5
⌋
≤ x <
⌊
φn+1√
5
⌋
≤ φ
n+1
√
5
for n ≥ 2. Therefore,
(10) n =
log x
logφ
+ γn,
where γn lies in the interval
(δ, δ′) :=
(
log
√
5
logφ
− 1, log
√
5
logφ
+
3
2
)
≈ (0.672, 3.172).
This already implies (4) with c3 = 2h and c4 =
1
2 .
In the following we show that substracting a “small” number from a Fi-
bonacci number gives rise to a large number of digits 1 in the Zeckendorf
expansion.
Lemma 2.1. Let k ≥ 1.
(i) For 0 < z ≤ F2k+1 we have
sF (F2k+1 − z) = k − l + sF (F2l+1 − z) ≥ k − log z
2 logφ
− δ
′
2
,
where l is such that F2l < z ≤ F2l+1.
(ii) For 0 < z ≤ F2k we have
sF (F2k − z) = k − l + sF (F2l − z) ≥ k − log z
2 logφ
− δ
′
2
,
where l is such that F2l−1 < z ≤ F2l.
Proof. Part (i) follows at once from the identity
F2k+1 − z =
(
k∑
i=l+1
F2i + F2l+1
)
− z =
k∑
i=l+1
F2i + (F2l+1 − z)
and (10). The second case is similar. 
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Denote by Lk the Lucas numbers defined by
(11) Lk = Fk−1 + Fk+1 = ⌊φk⌋.
Powers and products of Lucas numbers are given by the following formulæ.
Lemma 2.2. For all k > l ≥ 1 and h ≥ 2 we have
(12) Lhk =
1
2
h∑
i=0
(
h
i
)
(−1)ikL(h−2i)k,
(13) LkLl = Lk+l + (−1)lLk−l.
Proof. See for example [12]. 
Formula (12) shows that powers of odd indexed Lucas numbers can be writ-
ten as linear sum of Lucas numbers having positive coefficients. Furthermore,
from (13) we have that products of two even indexed Lucas numbers can be
rewritten as sums of two single Lucas numbers. We will further need the fact
that fixed multiples of Lucas numbers have bounded sum of digits values.
Lemma 2.3. For m ≥ 1 there exists k0 = k0(m) such that for all k ≥ k0,
sF (mLk) <
logm
logφ
+ 3.
Proof. Since FlLk = Fl+k − (−1)lFk−l we have that
F2l+1Lk = Fk+2l−1 + Fk−2l+1,
F2lLk = Fk+2l − Fk−2l = Fk−2l+1 + Fk−2l+3 + · · ·+ Fk+2l−1.
Hence, by writing m in Zeckendorf representation we get that for all m with
F2l < m < F2l+1 the Zeckendorf representation of mLk involves a block of
4l+ 2 digits (k sufficiently large) and a following block of zeros only, and for
all m with F2l+1 ≤ m ≤ F2l+2 a block of 4l + 3 digits with a block of zeros
appended. This yields that for each m ≥ 1 and k ≥ k0 a block of length at
most
(14)
2 log
√
5m
logφ
+ 2
appears in the representation. Thus,
sF (mLk) ≤ log
√
5m
logφ
+ 1 <
logm
logφ
+ 3,
which proves the claim. 
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3. Proof of the extremal upper bound
We use a construction of an extremal sequence based on the power expan-
sion of Lucas numbers (12). Set nk = L2k−1 for k ≥ 1. Then by (11) we have
sF (nk) = 2. For the proof of (5) it suffices to show that sF (n
h
k) = 2k+Oh(1),
where the implied constant depends only on h. We have
nhk = Fh(2k−1)+1 + Fh(2k−1)−1
− 1
2
h−1∑
i=1
(
h
i
)
(−1)(i+1)(2k−1)L(h−2i)(2k−1).(15)
The last sum is positive since
1
2
h−1∑
i=1
(
h
i
)
(−1)(i+1)(2k−1)L(h−2i)(2k−1) =
⌊
φh(2k−1)√
5
⌋
−
⌊
φ2k−1√
5
⌋h
≥ φh(2k−1)
(
1√
5
− 1√
5
h
)
− 1 > 0.
Moreover, this quantity is small with respect to the leading term. In fact, we
get by a trivial estimate
1
2
h−1∑
i=1
(
h
i
)
(−1)(i+1)(2k−1)L(h−2i)(2k−1) ≤ 2h−1L(h−2)(2k−1)
≤ 2h−1φ(h−2)(2k−1)
which is smaller than Fh(2k−1)−1 for sufficiently large k. Therefore, using
Lemma 2.1, we get
sF (n
h
k) ≥ 1 +
⌊
h(2k − 1)− 1
2
⌋
− log(2
h−1φ(h−2)(2k−1))
2 logφ
− δ
′
2
≥ 2k − h− 1
2
· log 2
log φ
− 3
2
− δ
′
2
≥ 2k − 3h
4
− 3,
for k sufficiently large. Therefore, as k tends to infinity,
sF (n
h
k)
sF (nk)
≥ k − 3h
8
− 3
2
≥
(
lognk
2 logφ
+
1
2
)
− 3h
8
− 3
2
≫ lognk.
Hence, we can put c′3 = 1 and get (5). 
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4. Proof of the extremal lower bound
Here, we use a construction which uses (13). Let k ≥ 1 and set
nk = L8k + L6k + L4k + L2k − 1.
We have
sF (nk) = 6 + sF (L2k − 1)
= 6 + sF (F2 + F4 + · · ·+ F2k−2 + F2k+1) = 6 + k.(16)
First we calculate the Zeckendorf expansion of n2k = (L8k+L6k+L4k+L2k−
1)2. We expand the square by employing (13) and use the special value L0 = 2
to get
n2k = L16k + 2L14k + 3L12k + 4L10k + L8k + 2L6k + 3L4k + 4L2k + 9.
We replace all appearances of multiples of Lucas numbers by the correspond-
ing linear sum in Fibonacci numbers. In this case, we use
2Lk = Fk+3 + Fk−3,
3Lk = Fk+3 + Fk+1 + Fk−1 + Fk−3,
4Lk = Fk+4 + Fk+1 + Fk−2 + Fk−5.
It is now a straightforward calculation to write down the expansion of n2k.
In order to simplify notation, denote by (epep−1 . . . e0)l the sum of Fibonacci
numbers epFp+l + ep−1Fp−1+l + · · ·+ e0Fl. We get
n2k = (101)16k−1 + (1000001)14k−3 + (1010101)12k−3
+ (1001001001)10k−5 + (101)8k−1 + (1000001)6k−3
+ (1010101)4k−3 + (1001001001)2k−5 + (10001)2.(17)
Thus, we have sF (n
2
k) = 26 for all k ≥ 7.
In a similar style we obtain the expansion for n3k. This time we use (13)
twice to rewrite all products of three Lucas numbers as sums of four Lucas
numbers. We here get
n3k = L24k + 3L22k + 6L20k + 10L18k + 9L16k + 9L14k + 10L12k
+ 12L10k + 27L8k + 28L6k + 27L4k + 24L2k + 11.
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Similarly as before we replace multiples of Lucas numbers by sums of Fi-
bonacci numbers. We get
n3k = (101)24k−1 + (1010101)22k−3 + (10001010001)20k−5
+ (10010000001001)18k−7+ (10000100101001)16k−7
+ (10000100101001)14k−7+ (10010000001001)12k−7
+ (10100100100001)10k−7+ (100100010100001001)8k−9
+ (100101000001001001)6k−9+ (100100010100001001)4k−9
+ (100001010100101001)2k−9+ (10100)2.(18)
For k ≥ 10 the summands in (18) are noninterfering. This yields sF (n3k) = 60
for k ≥ 10. Note that (17) and (18) already prove (6) in the case of h = 2
and h = 3.
The general case follows from (17), (18) and Lemma 2.3. For that purpose
set h = 2h1+3h2 with h1, h2 ≥ 0 and consider nhk = (n2k)h1 ·(n3k)h2 . Since both
n2k and n
3
k are linear forms in Lucas numbers with fixed positive coefficients,
the powers (n2k)
h1 and (n3k)
h2 are linear forms with positive coefficients, too,
that are independent of k. Thus we have that nhk is a linear form in 4h
Lucas numbers with positive coefficients independent of k (plus an additive
constant). This means that there exists k0 = k0(h) such that for all k ≥ k0
the terms in the Lucas sum are noninterfering. All coefficients in this sum are
bounded by 9h. Therefore, by Lemma 2.3,
sF (n
h
k) ≤
(
h
log 9
logφ
+ 3
)
· (4h+ 1).
Since φ8k < nk ≤ φ8k+1 we also get
sF (nk) = k + 6 ≥ lognk
8 logφ
− 1
8
+ 6≫ 1
4
lognk.
This shows that for sufficiently large k,
sF (n
h
k)
sF (nk)
<
4(5h+ 3)(4h+ 1)
lognk
<
120h2
lognk
.
This completes the proof of (6) with c′4 = 120h
2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3: This follows at once from (16) and
sF (n) ≤ logn
2 logφ
+ 2≪ 13
12
logn.

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5. Proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5
Proof of Theorem 1.4: For m ≥ 1 set
nk = nk(m) = m(L8k + L6k + L4k + L2k − 1).
As before, we have that nhk is a linear sum of Lucas numbers with positive
coefficients independent of k. Suppose now
(19) k >
h log(9m)
logφ
+O(1).
Then the blocks in the expansion of nk respectively n
h
k are noninterfering.
Using (14) we have
sF (nk) ≥ k − 2 logm
logφ
+O(1)
and
sF (n
h
k) ≤
(
h log(9m)
logφ
+ 3
)
(4h+ 1).
Let k0 be sufficiently large such that
(20)
(
h log(9m)
logφ
+ 3
)
(4h+ 1) < ε
(
k0 − 2 logm
logφ
+O(1)
)
and set m = φγ . Then for any γ sufficiently large we find k0 such that
nk0 < mφ
8k0+1 satisfies
sF (n
h
k0
)
sF (nk0)
< ε.
By a direct calculation one can check that each k = k0 with (20) also satis-
fies (19) provided
(21) ε <
h(4h+ 1)
h− 2 ,
where (21) is empty for h = 2. By construction, each distinct m will give rise
to a distinct n. We therefore have for γ sufficiently large,
α >
γ
8k0 + γ +O(1)
>
γ
8
ε (4h+ 1)(h
log 9
logφ + hγ + 3) + 16γ + γ +O(1)
>
1
36h2/ε+ 18
.
Now, suppose ε ≥ h(4h+ 1)/(h− 2). Then we conclude
α >
γ
8k0 + γ +O(1)
>
γ
8h log 9
log φ + 8hγ +O(1)
>
1
8h+ 1
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5: Let nk = mL2k−1. With the help of (15) we see that
nhk can be written as the difference of m
hLh(2k−1) and a positive number that
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is bounded by mh2h−1φ(h−2)(2k−1). In order to have terms noninterfering we
suppose that k is such that
mh2h−1φ(h−2)(2k−1) < Fh(2k−1)−1− h logm
log φ
+O(1) <
φh(2k−1)+O(1)√
5mh
,
or equivalently,
(22) k >
h log(2m2)
4 logφ
+ O(1).
Lemma 2.3 shows that for all such k we have
sF (nk) ≤ h logm
logφ
+O(1).
On the other hand, a similar calculation as in Section 3 gives
sF (n
h
k) ≥ 1 +
⌊
h(2k − 1)− 1− h logm/ logφ+O(1)
2
⌋
− log
(
mh2h−1φ(h−2)(2k−1)
)
2 logφ
− δ
′
2
≥ 2k − h
log φ
(
logm+
log 2
2
)
+O(1).
We now choose k0 in a way that
2k0 − h
logφ
(
logm+
log 2
2
)
+O(1) > δ
(
h logm
logφ
+O(1)
)
.
Observe that for any δ > 0 each such k = k0 automatically satisfies (22). Put
m = φγ . Similarly as above we get for γ sufficiently large,
β >
γ
2k0 + γ +O(1)
>
γ
δ(hγ +O(1)) + hγ + h log 22 logφ + γ +O(1)
>
1
δh+ h+ 2
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
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